Scholarly Publication Week

Come and make a difference.

Monday January 21 through Friday January 25, 2019

- Book exhibition at all Osaka University Libraries
- Book fairs at CO-OP Toyonaka Book Store, Suita School of Engineering Book Store, and Minoh Santi Book Store
- Seminar Series on all 3 campuses (See the reverse side for details)

Details & Pre-registration for the seminars (required): [http://osku.jp/v0964](http://osku.jp/v0964)

* Register online by Tuesday January 22.
* 1 or 2 day participation is also welcomed.
* If maximum capacity is reached, registration may be closed prior to the deadline.
* “New Faculty Training Program” (Research Development) credits can be granted upon request.

Co-hosted by the Research Management and Administration Section, Office of Management and Planning and the Osaka University Library

Supported by Osaka University CO-OP, Department of Teaching and Learning of Center for Education in Liberal Arts and Sciences, Career Center

Inquiries: writing-seminar@lserp.osaka-u.ac.jp

* This event is financially sponsored by the MEXT’s “Program for Promoting the Enhancement of Research Universities”.

Scholarly Publication Week

Seminar Series

* Purpose: to help you improve your skills of scholarly writing and get published
* Open to: academic staff, research fellows, and postgraduate students of Osaka University
* “New Faculty Training Program” (Research Development) credits can be granted upon request.
* All seminars will be delivered in English.

Seminar 1  Effective science writing and usage of tables and figures
14:00 - 16:00 (open 13:30), Wednesday January 23, 2019
6F Library Hall, Main Library, Toyonaka Campus (room capacity: 80)
14:00-14:50  Techniques of writing a logical and convincing research article
14:50-15:00  Break
15:00-15:45  Using tables and figures effectively
15:45-16:00  Q & A

Seminar 2  Writing appealing cover letters and appropriate responses to reviewers
14:40 - 16:10 (open 14:10), Thursday January 24, 2019
101 Research & Lecture Bldg. A, Graduate School of Language and Culture, Minoh Campus (room capacity: 70)
14:40-15:55  How to write appealing cover letters and appropriate responses to reviewers
15:55-16:10  Q & A

Seminar 3  Frequent grammar errors in scholarly writing among non-native English writers and functions of punctuation
14:00 - 16:00 (open 13:30), Friday January 25, 2019
Hankyu Railway & Sanwa Bank Hall, Icho Kaikan 3F, Suita (room capacity: 200)
14:00-14:50  Frequent grammar errors among non-native English writers
14:50-15:00  Break
15:00-15:45  Functions and effective usage of punctuation
15:45-16:00  Q & A

Details & Pre-registration (required): http://osku.jp/v0964
- Register online by Tuesday January 22.
- 1 or 2 day participation is also welcomed.
- If maximum capacity is reached, registration may be closed prior to the deadline.